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Electronic Scoreboard Units Ltd

Cricket Scoreboards
Years of experience
ESU had installed cricket scoreboards with displays using incandescent light
bulbs from the 1970’s but their first truly electronic scoreboard was installed
in 1989, long before the competition. Now using the latest high brightness LED
displays in a huge variety of scoreboards, we have built an enviable reputation
across the country (and beyond) for quality, reliability and excellent service.
Whether you need a scoreboard for your village club or one for a test venue
ESU can help.

DURHAM

Standard Scoreboards
ESU manufacture a range of standard boxed scoreboards from 9 - 22 digits which caters for the requirements of
many clubs. Housed in a powder coated aluminium enclosure fitted with an anti-glare and vandal resistant
polycarbonate front these are simply mounted on a wall or posts and require no specialist installation. Additional
security can be provided with a roller shutter.
We can also provide custom boxed
scoreboards . . .

Apart from the 9 digit scoreboard
these are controlled by our LCD radio
remote console which, with integral
rechargeable batteries, can be used
from anywhere on the ground. It is
easy to use and compatible with :

Follow us on twitter
@esuscoreboards
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Cricket Scoreboards
Traditional Scoreboxes
This is our passion! Over the years we’ve designed, built and refitted just about every size, shape and layout
of scoreboard imaginable. Whether you have an existing scorebox that can be simply converted or an empty
piece of ground and need a new build - we’ve done it. We can replace an old fascia with a new one, often
allowing more information to be displayed than the original. Small or large, quality is assured.

Bespoke Service
At ESU we understand that sometimes our customers
need something different and, as we have control over
the engineering, software and manufacture of the
equipment we can offer a custom solution. We have
multi-purpose categories so that Duckworth Lewis can
be displayed when needed or show Overs Left when the
rain stays away. We can make our scoreboards operate
with other manufacturers equipment and also provide
roller shutters and building works as required.

Second to None
With our experience, our commitment to quality and our outstanding service you will not find a better or more
capable supplier. Here is real feedback from three clubs - feel free to contact any of our customers to confirm
our reputation.
We have been very happy with the scoreboard and have had many
admiring comments about it this year. We have been happy to let
them know you supplied it and will continue to spread the word.
Trevor Scott, Chairman Hailsham CC
The scorebox has been superb, a great addition to our facilities, we
haven’t had any problems at all with it.
Dave O’Connell, Treasurer, Buttershaw St Pauls CC

It has been a real pleasure dealing with ESU, and we now have
a state-of-the-art scoreboard facility that has excited everyone
in the Club. The installation was first class, and care was taken
to make everything ship-shape and watertight. The scorebox is
even better than we expected, and we hope to have this facility
for many years to come.
John Irvine, Mainsforth CC

Why not contact us today to discuss your project and arrange a no obligation site visit ?
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